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FILLABILITY OF SMALL SEIFERT FIBERED SPACES
IRENA MATKOVICˇ
Abstract. We characterize fillable structures among zero-twisting contact
structures on small Seifert fibered spaces of the form M(−1; r1, r2, r3).
1. Introduction
Tight contact structures on small Seifert fibered spaces M(e0; r1, r2, r3), e0 ∈
Z, ri ∈ Q ∩ (0, 1), whenever e0 6= −1 or −2 are completely classified [10, 2], they
are all given by Legendrian surgery construction, hence Stein fillable. Same holds
for Seifert manifolds with e0 = −2 which are L-spaces [1]. On M(−1; r1, r2, r3)
tightness of zero-twisting structures is conjecturally [8] characterized by equality
d3(ξ) = d(M, tξ); in particular case of L-spaces this covers all tight structures and
has been confirmed in [6].
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Figure 1. Contact structures onM(−1; r1, r2, r3), followed by the
smoothened surgery diagram of the underlying 3-manifold and its
standard presentation.
These tight structures are all described by contact surgery diagrams of Figure
1, as shown by Lisca and Stipsicz in [5], and in particular they are all supported
by planar open books. But in contrast to e0 6= −1 cases not all of them are Stein
fillable, with addition of a theorem of Wendl [9] non-Stein fillable are not fillable
at all. Non-fillability was first observed by Ghiggini, Lisca and Stipsicz in [3] for
a particular structure on M(−1; 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
p
). Based on their classification [3] of tight
structures on M(−1; r1, r2, r3) for r1 ≥ r2 ≥
1
2
, Plamenevskaya and Van Horn-
Morris [7] then recognized exactly which of those manifolds admit non-fillable tight
structures using Wendl’s work and obstructing existence of positive factorizations
in (abelianization of) standardly associated (planar) open books. To the other end,
Lecuona and Lisca [4] showed that when ri + rj < 1 for all pairs i, j (called, for
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1
manifolds of special type) topology (diagonalization argument) prevents existence
of Stein fillings.
Here we show that all fillable zero-twisting structures on M(−1; r1, r2, r3) arise
as Legendrian surgeries on tight S1×S2. More specifically, we obtain the following.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that a contact structure ξ on M(−1; r1, r2, r3) is given by
some surgery diagram of Figure 1. For each pair i, j for which ri + rj ≥ 1, form a
sublink Lij of the surgery link consisting of two unknots with +1-coefficient and two
truncated chains such that rational numbers − 1
si
they present satisfy si ≤ ri, sj ≤
rj , and si + sj = 1. Then ξ is fillable if and only if there exists Lij which describes
tight S1 × S2.
In words, fillability of a given surgery presentation is completely decided on
specific sublinks representing S1 × S2, whose tightness is in turn met by a unique
choice of rotation numbers for this sublink (Proposition 3.3). In particular, we
reprove the result of Lecuona and Lisca that small Seifert fibered manifolds of
special type do not admit any fillable structure.
Overview. Proof of the theorem is split between two sections. In Section 2, fol-
lowing the approach of Plamenevskaya and Van Horn-Morris, we obstruct positive
factorization of some monodromies. In Section 3 we confirm for all remaining struc-
tures the existence of surgery link of S1 × S2 as a sublink of contact presentations,
and show that given rotation numbers on it provide tight structure.
Acknowledgement. I thank my mentor, Andra´s Stipsicz, for his perceptiveness
and support.
2. Obstructing positive factorizations
2.1. Planar open books and contact surgery presentation. Recall that Leg-
endrian surgeries of Figure 1 can be given on a planar page of the associated open
book, describing its monodromy, as follows. One +1-surgery along an unknot with
tb = −1 is presented by an annulus with identity monodromy, the other +1-surgery
manifests in a negative Dehn twist along its core. Any other unknot contributes a
positive Dehn twist. From the starting unknot of each leg we get a twist along a
push-off of the core where each positive stabilization corresponds to encircling an
additional stabilization hole (hole, encircled by one positive Dehn twist), and each
negative stabilization corresponds to avoiding a stabilization hole. The subsequent
unknots in each leg are obtained by described modification on a push-off of the
previous unknot (corresponding twist).
Notation 2.1 (see Figure 2). Given expansion
−
1
ri
= ai1 −
1
.. . − 1
aini
= [ai1, . . . , a
i
ni
], aij ≤ 2,
denote by λij , ρ
i
j , each of the stabilization holes which are additionally encircled,
respectively left out, by the positive Dehn twist corresponding to the aij-unknot in
comparison to the aij−1-unknot (core in case j = 1). Using | · | for the number of
respective holes, we see 2+ |λij |+ |ρ
i
j | = −a
i
j (−a
i
1+1 when j = 1), −1−|λ
i
j |−|ρ
i
j | =
tbij and |λ
i
j | − |ρ
i
j | = rot
i
j . Additionally, write ρ
in and λout for the inner and the
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Figure 2. Illustration of our notation conventions on an ex-
ample: L1 = [−2,−3,−2] and rot
1 = (−1,−1, 0), L2 =
[−2,−3] and rot2 = (−1, 1), L3 = [−3,−3] and rot
3 = (2, 1). In
gray are boundary components of the punctured disk, full curves
correspond to positive Dehn twists, and dashed curves to negative
Dehn twists. The page is shown in two perspectives: with initial
outer boundary and with outer boundary in one λ31-hole.
outer boundary of the annulus. When grouped into certain types, we use λi for any
of ∪jλ
i
j , and λ to denote any of λ
out ∪ λi; and analogously for ρ-type holes.
Let us now briefly review the characteristic features of the abelianized planar
mapping classes as used by Plamenevskaya and Van Horn-Morris [7].
The mapping class group of a planar surface (in the presentation of Margalit and
McCammond) is described (geometrically) on a disk, Dn, with n holes arranged in
the roots of unity. It is generated by all convex Dehn twists (that is, the underlying
curve is boundary of the convex hull of a set of holes), and quotient out by commu-
tators of disjoint twists and all lantern relations. Then, up to conjugation – as an
element of AbMapDn – a Dehn twist is determined by the set of holes it encircles.
Furthermore, any monodromy φ factors into a product of Dehn twists, and each
Dehn twist can be using the lantern relations decomposed into only pairwise and
boundary Dehn twists (when it encircles r holes, it provides r − 1 pairwise twists
and r− 2 negative boundary twists, both around each of its holes). Hence, φ as an
element of AbMapDn is actually uniquely determined by a collection of multiplic-
ities {mα,mαβ}, i.e. the number of twists (counted with signs) on the disks with
all but one hole α, or a pair of holes α, β, capped off. Finally, being interested only
in positive factorization, the number of its non-boundary twists around any hole
is bounded from above by the number of all twists encircling the same hole in any
given presentation [7, Lemma 3.1].
2.2. Necessary condition for tightness, via convex surface theory. (For
details look at [3, Section 2] or [6, Section 4].) Consider convex decomposition of
the manifold M(−1; r1, r2, r3) into a product of the pair of pants with the circle
Σ×S1 (the background), and neighborhoods of the three singular fibers. Trivialize
3
the cutting tori by the section and the fiber in the background basis, and by the
meridian and the longitude in the standard toric basis. The gluing map is described
by Ai =
(
αi α
′
i
−βi β
′
i
)
∈ SL2(Z) where
βi
αi
= ri (r1 − 1 for the first leg). In particular,
the∞-slope of the neighborhoods of singular fibers correspond to −αi
α′
i
= [aiki , ..., a
i
1]
in the toric basis. The slopes of the basic slice decomposition of the solid tori
(considered neighborhoods) are given – in order (from outside in) – by increasing
the last entry of this fraction.
Proposition 2.2. Necessarily for tightness, the presentation admits a leg starting
in a fully positively stabilized unknot and a leg starting in a fully negatively stabilized
unknot.
Proof. (The proof is essentially the same as its special case [3, Proposition 2.11].)
There are always two legs (say, the first and the second) which admit the same
signed basic slice in their first continued fraction block (same-signed stabilization
on corresponding starting unknots). After shuffling we may assume these slices to
be their outermost slices. Then peeling off these slices from the singular tori and
adding them to Σ×S1 we get a circle bundle over the pair of pants with boundary
slopes 0,−1,∞. Connecting the rulings of the tori of non-∞ slope by an annulus
and edge-rounding, we obtain a torus parallel to the cutting torus of the third fiber,
and of 0-slope. The toric annulus between this torus and the ∞-slope boundary
of the neighborhood of the third fiber, forms a basic slice of the opposite sign as
the two chosen above. Pulled-back (to the neighborhood of the third fiber) the
slope is [a3k3 , ..., a
3
2], which means that the outermost continued fraction block of
the third fiber together with this additional basic slice gives a glued-together basic
slice (subsequent slopes [a3k3 , ..., a
3
2 − 1], [a
3
k3
, ..., a32]), and by Gluing Lemma it is
tight exactly when all its subslices have the same sign. In particular, all the signs
in the first (outermost) continued fraction block of the third fiber are the same and
opposite to the sign of the two initially chosen slices. 
2.3. Nonfillability result. Now, look back at the monodromies as translated from
the surgery presentations.
Notation 2.3. Number the first unknot of the ith leg whose stabilizations are not
all on the same side as for the ai1-unknot, by ki + 1; when the a
i
1-unknot admits
positive and negative stabilizations, we choose ki = 0. Name the corresponding
continued fraction by − 1
qi
:= [ai1, . . . , a
i
ki
], or − 1
qi
:= −∞ when ki = 0.
Proposition 2.4. When there is no pair of legs i and j for which ai1- and a
j
1-unknot
are stabilized oppositely, and qi + qj ≥ 1, the corresponding monodromy does not
admit positive factorization.
Proof. We start with the factorization Φ of the monodromy φ as being read from
the surgery presentation, and we try to build a positive factorization of φ, at least
on the level of abelianization. Abusing the notation, we use same names in AbMap,
and in fact, throughout the proof we are interested in Dehn twists only up to
conjugation.
Without loss of generality (due to Proposition 2.2), we can assume there is only
one leg, say 3rd, whose starting unknot is stabilized fully positively (only down
cusps), otherwise we turn our perspective interchanging the outer and the inner
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boundary of the annulus. (The difference appears in the way we describe the
mapping classes, namely on the disk by the holes encircled.)
We will interchangeably use three perspectives: initial with λout as the outer
boundary of the disk, turned-over with ρin as the outer boundary, and finally, call
it D = Dρ,λ, the punctured disk obtained by setting one of the λ
3
1-holes to be the
outer boundary. The multiplicities with respect to each viewpoint will be denoted
by m for the initial disk, by m′ for the turned-over one, and by capital M in D.
Let D be our preferred viewpoint if not stated otherwise.
To begin with, let us study how possible positive factorizations behave with
respect to ρ-holes.
Lemma 2.5. By capping off all λ-holes, except the outer boundary ofD, we descend
from AbMapDρ,λ to AbMapDρ, φ 7→ φ, which maps the given factorization Φ 7→ Φ.
This Φ is a composition Φ1Φ2Φ3, where Φi is a product of Dehn twists coming from
ai-unknots and boundary twists around ρi-holes. Every positive factorization Ψ of
φ splits into subfactorizations Ψ = Ψ1Ψ2Ψ3 so that Ψi and Φi describe the same
element in AbMapDρ.
Furthermore, for i = 1, 2 write out positive factorizations as Φi = f
i
1 · · · f
i
ni
· · · f iNi ,
and Ψi = p
i
1 · · · p
i
ni
· · · piMi , where we order the Dehn twist factors with the ones
containing ρin first and in the decreasing order of the number of holes they include.
Then for Ki := min{k; f
i
k 6= p
i
k}, p
i
Ki
is a strict subset of f iKi , and neither of
ρi-holes not in f iKi are encircled by any non-boundary twist p
i
k, k ≥ Ki.
Proof. The Φ itself presents a positive factorization of restricted monodromy φ
(the only negative twist of Φ cancels with the boundary twist of the outer λ31 after
capping-off λ-holes).
Now, set ρin as the outer boundary and consider the capped-off page in the
turned-over perspective. Here, no ρi-hole is encircled together with any ρj-hole for
i 6= j, in symbols m′
ρiρj
= 0, and the only remaining λ31 is in at most n1+n2 twists
(number of twists around it in Φ). On the other hand, the pairwise multiplicity
of λ31 with ρ
i
1 is exactly m
′
λ3
1
ρi
1
= ni. So, there are exactly ni twists encircling
λ31 together with only ρ
i-holes. Therefore, since there are no twists containing ρi
and ρj together, all ρ-multiplicities are given by Φ, and the twists around λ31 are
distributed so that λ31-multiplicity is n1, n2, and 0, respectively, we can consider
the whole (abelianized) monodromy φ as a product of three monodromies φi as
(uniquely) determined by multiplicities. Thus, any positive factorization splits as
Ψ1Ψ2Ψ3 with Ψi describing φi.
For the second part, we use the turned-over perspective again. We first notice
that Ki always occurs among twists containing λ
3
1, i.e. Ki ≤ ni, as otherwise all
pairwise multiplicities are reached, and the factorization agrees with Φ. Now, if
piKi did not include some f
i
Ki
-hole χ, the pairwise multiplicity of that hole with λ31
would be strictly smaller than in Φ (m′
χλ3
1
(Ψ) < m′
χλ3
1
(Φ)); because the number of
twists containing λ31 is fixed, ni, and f
i
k, k ≥ Ki, all contain χ, while f
i
k, k < Ki,
contains χ if and only if pik does. Finally, as (in D) pairwise M -multiplicities of
holes out of f iKi with any other hole are exactly as many as there are twists from
{pik = f
i
k; k < Ki} around them, neither can be encircled together with any other
hole additionally. 
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This reduces the problem of finding a positive factorization to whether any fac-
torization Ψ (maybe Φ) from Lemma 2.5 can be lifted to a positive factorization of
φ ∈ AbMapD, i.e. in such a way that all M -multiplicities of Φ are preserved (after
possibly adding some twists which do not contain any ρ).
In the following, we investigate possible lifts of Ψ-twists, in particular, which of
the λ-holes they include.
Lemma 2.6. If there exists a positive factorization of φ lifting Ψ, then for i = 1, 2,
the last ni− ki twists containing ρ
in in Ψi (the ones which avoid all ρ
i
k, k ≤ ki) lift
to the twists which additionally contain only λi-holes.
Proof. Recall that on the disk with the initial outer boundary all multiplicities
mλiλj , i 6= j, vanish. On D this means that whenever some λ
i is encircled together
with any of λj , the twist needs to contain also the initial outer boundary, the hole
λout. But the ρinλ1- and ρinλ2-multiplicities are greater than Mρinλout = 1, for
λij-hole the multiplicity is exactlyMρinλij = ni− j+2. Thus (at least) ni−ki Dehn
twists which contain ρin need to lift into twists which include only λi-type λ-holes.
Moreover, as mρi
k
λi = 0 for k ≤ ki, whenever such ρ
i
k is encircled together with λ
i,
the twist contains also λout – hence the ni− ki twists mentioned above are the last
ni − ki twists from Ψi which contain ρ
in (and avoid all ρik, k ≤ ki). 
Remark 2.7. Considering m′-multiplicities in the turned-over perspective, the
same (with interchanged role of λ- and ρ-holes) can be concluded for the n3 − k3
twists containing λout and avoiding λ3k, k ≤ k3.
Let us list some properties of encircling λout ∪ λ3-holes (viewed in D):
(1) Their pairwise multiplicity with any of ρin ∪ ρ1 ∪ ρ2 is one (and with any of ρ3
one enlarged by the number of twists mentioned in Remark 2.7).
(2) Each of λ3j -holes is encircled by at most j + 1 non-boundary Dehn twists, λ
out
by at most n3 + 1 (number of twists around each of them in Φ); for j > k3,
j − k3 of them are described by Remark 2.7.
(3) Pairwise multiplicity of each λ3j with any λ
3
≥j is exactly j.
(4) According to Lemma 2.6, lifts of the twists piki+1, . . . , p
i
ni
for i = 1, 2, never
encircle any of λout ∪ λ3; denote Ψ
∗
:= Ψ\{piki+1, . . . , p
i
ni
; i = 1, 2}.
So, since we need to enclose each λout ∪ λ3 with all of ρ-holes once (1) and by
the bounded number of twists (2), we look (in every factorization Ψ) for partitions
of ρ-holes by the Ψ
∗
-twists, which have appropriate number of parts. If two sets of
Ψ
∗
-twists define set-wise the same partition, we say they are parallel as the twists
of the two sets need to be parallel (or equal), the equal twists are referred to as
shared.
Let us proceed successively, focusing on λ3j for every j in 1, 2, . . . , n3 + 1, here
we denote λ3n3+1 := λ
out. We say that Ψ lifts over λ3≤j , if Ψ
∗
-twists can be lifted
to a positive factorization in AbMapDρ∪λ3
≤j
which satisfies the listed properties.
Recursively define J0 = 0, Jl := min{j; j > Jl−1, |λ
3
j | ≥ 1 (|λ
3
1| > 1 for j = 1)}.
Lemma 2.8. If Ψ lifts over λout ∪ λ3-holes, the Ψ
∗
-twists whose lifts encircle
λout ∪ λ3-holes, can all (apart from the ones from Remark 2.7) be chosen from a
single Ψ
∗
i , i = 1 or 2. Furthermore, if any factorization Ψi lifts over λ
3
≤j, so does
Φi.
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Proof. In order to fulfill the first property (1) that twists partition ρ-holes, we need
a twist which contains ρin. So, every partition defined by Ψ
∗
-twists consists of
some pIK ∈ {p
i
k; k ≤ ki, i ∈ {1, 2}} and some twists covering all ρ
I -holes which are
not in pIK . Now, if there is a partition of less than J1 + 1 parts, we can extend its
defining twists over all λout ∪ λ3. This choice satisfies the second (2) and the third
(3) property (when completed by some twists which do not contain any ρ-holes),
and the lifted twists obviously come from a single Ψ
∗
I . If all partitions have more
than J1 + 1 parts, the second (2) property can never be satisfied and there is no
positive factorization. Finally, if there is a partition of exactly J1 + 1 parts, J1 of
them are necessarily shared by all λout ∪ λ3, to fulfill the third (3) property. Since
around each hole there can be only one twist which does not contain ρin, the twists
other than pIK are always shared and partitions at the following levels can only arise
from splitting the pIK-part, which is possible only by Ψ
∗
I -twists.
Suppose now we are lifting Ψi 6= Φi. At each level we are looking for partitions
with the least possible parts. As long as the twists used in Ψ
∗
i -partitions agree with
some Φ
∗
i -twists, the two factorizations lift simultaneously. Otherwise, as soon as we
need the largest (as a set) pik 6= f
i
k, k ≤ ni, the second part of Lemma 2.5 tells that
Φ
∗
i admits at least one more partition of at least one less part. Since by assumption
Ψi lifts over λ
3
≤j , this Φ
∗
i -partition has less than j + 1 parts, and can be used for
all λ3≥j , fulfilling the properties. 
Remark 2.9. The concluding statement in Lemma 2.8 essentially means that we
can focus only on Φ as the most liftable among φ-factorizations, when looking for
obstructions of positive factorization. Moreover, if we number the legs so that
− 1
q1
> − 1
q2
, the Ψi in Lemma 2.8 can be Φ1 (it lifts whenever any of Ψi lifts).
Lemma 2.10. At the lth level when Jl ≤ k3:
(i) If there is a (not-yet-used) Φ
∗
1-partition into less than Jl+1 parts, the assump-
tions of the proposition are not satisfied.
(ii) If there is no (not-yet-used) Φ
∗
1-partition into less than Jl + 1 parts, and there
are less than |λ3Jl | (|λ
3
1| − 1 for J1 = 1) of parallel Φ
∗
1-partitions into Jl + 1
parts, there is no positive factorization of φ.
(iii) Otherwise, we proceed to the next level.
Proof. Suppose that Φ
∗
1 falls under (iii) for all levels up to l
th. At the lth level, if
there are only partitions of more than Jl + 1 twists or there are less than |λ
3
Jl
| of
Jl + 1-part partitions, there is no positive factorization; because we cannot satisfy
the first (1) and the second (2) listed property simultaneously. On the other hand,
when we can partition ρ-holes into less than Jl + 1 parts, the structure does not
fulfill our assumptions. Indeed, in Remark 3.2 we write out how the coefficients of
two legs need to be related in order for corresponding rational numbers to add up
to one. In our case, Jl’s are the unknots on L3 with surgery coefficient less than
−2, Jl − Jl−1 counts number of parallel twists, which is one more than number
of −2’s preceding −a3Jl . For the levels up to l
th, the conditions of (iii) mean the
number of left-out holes exactly agrees with Jl − Jl−1, corresponding to an unknot
of coefficient −Jl + Jl−1 − 2, which is followed by exactly |λ
3
Jl
| of −2’s on L1. But
condition (i) at the lth level quit this sequence, having Jl − Jl−1 parallel twists
(Jl − Jl−1 − 1 of −2’s on L3) but leaving out less than Jl − Jl−1 holes by the next
a1-unknot (its coefficient being at least −Jl + Jl−1 − 1). Since Jl ≤ k3 and we
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are considering only Φ
∗
1-partitions, the two truncated chains correspond to rational
numbers smaller than or equal to − 1
qi
. 
The process eventually stops as we run into an obstruction for positive factor-
ization (ii) or we leave the assumed conditions (i). If not before when we cross
the k3-level (possibly k3 = n3), as over that holes we are not allowed to extend
more than k3 + 1 twists – so, the only possible positive factorizations would arise
from partitions into k3 + 1 < Jl + 1 twists, but then as always assumptions of the
proposition are not satisfied. 
3. Surgery links of tight S1 × S2
Lemma 3.1. Whenever ri+rj ≥ 1, there is a sublink Lij of the surgery presentation
as in Theorem 1.1, surgery along it smoothly describes S1 × S2.
Proof. By basic calculus of continued fractions there exist truncated continued frac-
tions − 1
si
= [ai1, . . . , a
i
mi
] < [ai1, . . . , a
i
ni
] = − 1
ri
(mi ≤ ni) such that si+sj = 1 (see
[4, Lemma 3.2]).
The framed link Lij smoothly consists of four −1-linked unknots with fram-
ing coefficients 0, 0,− si+1
si
,−
sj+1
sj
. Blowing-up once and applying inverse slam-
dunks to rationally framed unknots, we obtain a chain of unknots with coefficients
[aimi , . . . , a
i
1,−1, a
j
1, . . . , a
j
mj
], which can be successively, starting with the middle
−1-surgery, blown-down ending in a 0-framed unknot. 
Remark 3.2. Notice that the two chains forming the two legs of Lij need to be dual
to each other (i.e., describing a lens space and its orientation reversal). Explicitly,
the coefficients of the two are related as follows:
Li = [−b1 − 2, −2
×b2 , −b3 − 3, . . . , −bm − 2]
Lj = [−2
×b1, −b2 − 3, −2
×b3, . . . , −2×bm ]
.
When looked in the presentation of Figure 1, the first unknots of both chains are
framed one lower, so −b1 − 3 and −3 respectively.
Proposition 3.3. Contact surgery presentation by Legendrian link Lij corresponds
to the tight S1 × S2 if and only if all stabilizations on one leg are positive and all
stabilizations on the other leg are negative.
Proof. Necessity of the condition is a special case of Proposition 2.4. We prove here
that it is also sufficient, describing concrete factorization.
Considering Legendrian link Lij with all stabilizations on the i
th leg Li =
[ai1, . . . , a
i
mi
] positive and all stabilizations on the jth leg Lj = [a
j
1, . . . , a
j
mj
] nega-
tive, all Dehn twists corresponding to ai-unknots lie outside core circle (the negative
Dehn twist) and the ones from aj-unknots lie inside. We can rewrite this mon-
odromy by iterative use of the lantern relation as follows (look also at the example
given by Figure 3).
In the following we use b-notation in the sense of Remark 3.2.
One of the two legs, say Lj , starts in −2’s, say b1 of them. In the first step we
consider the associated b1 parallel Dehn twists, a Dehn twist around the hole ρ
j
1
responsible for stabilization of the first unknot in this chain, and b1 stabilizations
λi1 of a
i
1-unknot (one less than all if we have not reached the end of Li). We apply
daisy relation on them (i.e. repeated lantern as in [7, Lemma 3.5]). This pushes the
negative twist, from now on call it N , over b1 stabilizations (λ
i
1-holes) of a
i
1, and
8
Figure 3. Example of positive factorization: Li = [−3,−3] and
Lj = [−2,−3,−2]. On the first and the last picture the page is
presented as a punctured disk with outer boundary in λout and one
of λi1, respectively. Intermediate steps are presented as punctured
spheres.
gives additional positive Dehn twist D1 around all considered stabilization holes
(the one ρj1 from a
j
1 and b1 of λ
i
1 from a
i
1).
From now on, imagine the remaining λi1-hole as an outer boundary. Now we
take positive Dehn twist coming from ai1 and all of its parallel push-offs, there
are b2 + 1 of them where b2 is the number of −2’s following a
i
1 on Li. Further,
we take positive Dehn twist D1 and all b2 + 1 stabilization holes ρ
j
b1+1
of ajb1+1.
We apply daisy relation as before, resulting in a new negative twist N ′ around all
considered holes, and a positive twist D2 around considered holes which are not
initially encircled by ai1. Concretely, the twist N
′ goes around the initial outer
boundary λout, all stabilization holes λi of Li, and the first two levels stabilization
holes (ρj1 ∪ ρ
j
b1+1
) of Lj , while D2 enlarges D1 over the second level stabilization
holes of Lj (ρ
j
1 ∪ λ
i
1 ∪ ρ
j
b1+1
).
We continue by interchangeably applying daisy relation from inside (involve some
a
j
k) and from outside (involve some a
i
k), interchangeably “pushing” the two negative
twists N and N ′ over always the next level of Li- or Lj-holes, respectively. (For
the negative twist which arises through a single application of daisy relation we
use the name of the negative twist which has been canceled through the same
process.) At the same time, each application of daisy relation “enlarges” Dl−1 into
Dl, additionally encircling the next level of Li- (for l odd) or Lj-holes (when l even).
After the lth application of daisy relation, the twists contain:
l = 2l′ + 1 : Dl = {ρ
j
1 ∪ λ
i
1 ∪ · · · ∪ ρ
j∑
l′
k=1
b2k−1+l′
∪ λi∑l′
k=1 b2k+l
′+1
}
N = {ρin ∪ ρj ∪ λi1 ∪ · · · ∪ λ
i∑
l′
k=1
b2k+l′+1
}
N ′ = N ′ after (l − 1)th step
l = 2l′ : Dl = {ρ
j
1 ∪ λ
i
1 ∪ · · · ∪ λ
i∑l′−1
k=1
b2k+l′
∪ ρj∑
l′
k=1
b2k−1+l′
}
N ′ = {λout ∪ λi ∪ ρj1 · · · ∪ ρ
j∑
l′
k=1
b2k−1+l′
}
N = N after (l − 1)th step
In the last level there is one less stabilization hole of the aj- (ai-) unknot in
comparison to the number of parallel twists from −2’s ending Li (Lj); when apply-
ing daisy relation we include also the initial outer (inner) boundary hole. So after
the last step, Dm contains also the initial outer (inner) boundary and it cancels
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with the negative twist N ′ (N). While the other negative twist, N,N ′ respectively,
encircles all the holes and it cancels with the positive Dehn twist along the current
outer boundary. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Joining Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 3.3 we obtain the
theorem. Indeed, Legendrian surgeries on tight S1×S2 (from Proposition 3.3) give
Stein fillable structures, while all other presentations fall under the conditions of
Proposition 2.4, thus they do not admit positive factorization of associated planar
monodromy, and by that, do not admit any Stein filling. 
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